
FLYANA BOSS BIO – JANUARY 2024

Hailing from Detroit, MI, and Dallas, TX, MCs and multi-instrumentalists Bobbi LaNea and Folayan met at

a Los Angeles music college, immediately hitting it off and forming Flyana Boss (rhymes with Diana Ross),

reflecting their spirit of flyness and bossness. Praised by The Washington Post for their fashion,

songwriting, and stage presence, “they espouse everything weird, beautiful, Black and feminine, a

concept they distinctively describe as the “‘vagina dynasty.’” This fierce duo always reminds you that you

are listening to the direct descendants of all the boss-ass bitches that came before them through

generations of humanity, from Cleopatra to Harriet Tubman to Michelle Obama to Beyoncé!

Bobbi brings her knack for storytelling and infuses her music with authenticity and vulnerability. Folayan

effortlessly switches between different styles and genres, adding depth and dimension to Flyana Boss’

music. Together, Bobbi and Folayan form a formidable duo that pushes the boundaries of contemporary

hip hop. Their collaborative synergy is evident in every track they create, as they seamlessly blend their

individual strengths to create a sound that is uniquely Flyana Boss. Their chemistry is palpable, two

besties doing music together.

Bursting onto the scene with their breakout single "You Wish," produced by hitmaker Marky Style, Flyana

Boss quickly gained attention and sparked a viral discussion about the word "Kanekalon." Their #1 debut

on Spotify's Viral 50 in the US and #6 globally showcased their digital promotion prowess. Following the

success of "You Wish," they dropped an iconic remix featuring rising it-girl Kaliii and the legendary Missy

Elliott.

Partnering with esteemed brands including DoorDash, JBL, Pizza Hut, Cheetos, Meta/Ray Ban, Sonos, and

Nike, Flyana Boss has translated the lyrics "I be Michael Phelps, All the brand deals that I'm swimmin' in"

from "You Wish" into a reality.

Flyana Boss embarked on their debut tour with Janelle Monáe, followed by a special guest appearance

on KE$HA’s “The Only Love” Tour. Their engaging live performances and cute-girl rap flare have made

them a must-see act in the hip-hop scene. The duo continued to make waves with new singles like "Bitch

Imma Star," "Big One,” “UFHO,” and “Candyman,” their recognition as Next Generation Wavemaker

Honorees at the Girls Make Beats Gala, and presenting Janelle Monáe with the “Spirit of Soul Award” at

the 2023 Soul Train Awards.

As they prepare for their first headlining tour, The Bosstanical Garden Tour, in February 2024, Flyana Boss

remains committed to creating music that reflects their experiences, pushes boundaries, and uplifts

others. With their talent, ambition, and unwavering drive, Flyana Boss is poised to become a prominent

force in the hip-hop industry, leaving an indelible mark on music lovers worldwide.

FLYANA BOSS BOILER – JANUARY 2024



Hailing from Detroit, MI, and Dallas, TX, MCs and multi-instrumentalists Bobbi LaNea and Folayan met at

a Los Angeles music college, immediately hitting it off and forming Flyana Boss (rhymes with Diana Ross).

Praised by The Washington Post for their fashion, songwriting, and stage presence, Flyana Boss,

embodies the spirit of flyness and bossness, describing their unique concept as the "‘vagina dynasty.’”

Bursting onto the scene with their breakout single "You Wish," produced by hitmaker Marky Style, Flyana

Boss quickly gained attention, landing the duo a #1 debut on Spotify's Viral 50 in the US and #6 globally.

Following the success of "You Wish," they dropped an iconic remix featuring rising it-girl Kaliii and the

legendary Missy Elliott. The duo then embarked on their debut tour with Janelle Monáe, followed by a

special guest appearance on KE$HA’s “The Only Love” Tour. The duo continued to make waves with new

singles like "Bitch Imma Star," "Big One,” “UFHO,” and “Candyman,” recognition as Next Generation

Wavemaker Honorees at the Girls Make Beats Gala, and presenting Janelle Monáe with the “Spirit of

Soul Award” at the 2023 Soul Train Awards (a request from Janelle herself). As they gear up for The

Bosstanical Garden Tour in February 2024, Flyana Boss remains committed to creating music that reflects

their experiences, pushes boundaries, and uplifts others. With their talent, ambition, and unwavering

drive, Flyana Boss is poised to become a prominent force in the hip-hop industry, leaving an indelible

mark on music lovers worldwide.

CAPSULE - 400 CHARACTERS - JANUARY 2024

Flyana Boss are an MC duo hailing from Detroit and Dallas. Their viral smash "You Wish" hit #1 on

Spotify's US Viral 50, leading to a remix with Kaliii & Missy Elliott. Known for their fashion, songwriting,

and stage presence, 2023 saw them tour with Janelle Monáe and Kesha, rack up millions of streams, and

collect plenty of industry recognition. Their Bosstanical Garden Tour starts Feb 2024!


